The effect of sampling design on extensive bryomonitoring surveys of air pollution.
In this study, we investigated if the different sampling designs normally used in extensive bryomonitoring surveys of air pollution allow compliance with the objectives proposed in the 'Heavy Metals in European Moss' project. For this, we have used data on concentrations of As, Cu, Se and Zn from five moss sampling surveys carried out in Galicia (NW Spain), using three types of sampling design: regular grid, sampling sites inside squares and the strategy recommended in the guidelines for European surveys. To study the effect of the interaction between the sampling design and the spatial pattern of the presence of contaminants, we have used a simulated and a real pattern onto which we superimposed the three sampling designs considered. We found that only random sampling and grid sampling allow compliance with the proposed objectives, and we discuss the advantages of the latter over the former. The data corresponding to studies using different sampling designs are not comparable, and in future large-scale surveys, the same design must be used if the results are to be compared and if valid conclusions are to be reached. The scale of the grid determines the scale to which the objectives are complied with, so that for correct standardization of the technique, and taking into account the most commonly used grid sizes, we recommend a grid size of 30 x 30 or 32 x 32 km. When additional samplings are required, the size of the grid size should be 30/2(n) or 32/2(n) km.